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(Received 29 November 2004; published 26 April 2005)0031-9007=Time differences between the two ears are an important cue for animals to azimuthally locate a sound
source. The first binaural brainstem nucleus, in mammals the medial superior olive, is generally believed
to perform the necessary computations. Its cells are sensitive to variations of interaural time differences of
about 10 s. The classical explanation of such a neuronal time-difference tuning is based on the physical
concept of delay lines. Recent data, however, are inconsistent with a temporal delay and rather favor a
phase delay. By means of a biophysical model we show how spike-timing-dependent synaptic learning
explains precise interplay of excitation and inhibition and, hence, accounts for a physical realization of a
phase delay.
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FIG. 1. Tuning asymmetry of a gerbil. (a) A sound source
(large circle) evokes high neuronal discharge rates in a brainstem
nucleus MSO in the opposite (contralateral) brain hemisphere
and low rates in the ipsilateral MSO at the same side of the
source. (b) Corresponding ITD tuning curve from a gerbil; based
on Fig. 3(c) of Brand et al. [2]. Tuning maxima are statistically
significant [2] at contralaterally leading (positive) ITDs, mostly
even outside the physically accessible ITD range (vertical
dashed lines).How is the central auditory pathway set up to handle
information that is encoded with a temporal precision of
microseconds? An example that has recently lit an increas-
ingly controversial discussion [1] is the representation of
interaural time differences (ITDs) in the brainstem of small
mammals, in particular, rodents. It has been shown [2] that
in Mongolian gerbils neurons in the medial superior olive
(MSO) of a specific brain hemisphere have maximal firing
rate when a sound arrives first at the ear located at the
opposite side of the head, a property called ‘‘tuning asym-
metry’’; see Fig. 1.
There are two intriguing aspects of the above findings
[2]. First, the asymmetry is mediated by precisely timed
inhibition. Second, the peak of neuronal discharge rate as a
function of ITD occurs at a phase of about 0.1 to 0.2 c
independently of the auditory frequency channel the cell
belongs to. The latter is referred to as a phase delay and its
physical cause is heavily debated. There is also data from
cat [3] and guinea pig [4] midbrains providing further
evidence for a systematic asymmetry that is consistent
with the notion of phase delay. There is now agreement
[1] that mammals, at least partially, rely on a MSO tuning
asymmetry as a basis of the neuronal encoding of sound
source location. It is thus important to understand how the
asymmetry develops in a self-organized and robust fashion.
Here we report how the tuning asymmetry can be explained
by correlation-driven (Hebbian) [5–8] synaptic plasticity.
In order to set up a model, we first give a brief descrip-
tion of the underlying biological system. Mammalian MSO
neurons receive excitatory () as well as inhibitory ()
input from both ears (I; C). For frequencies below 1:5 kHz
the temporal structure of the stimulus is basically pre-
served in the discharge times of MSO inputs through phase
locking [9,10]. Asymmetric tuning of MSO cells is attrib-
uted to the binaural interaction between excitation and
inhibition. It is generally believed [2,11] that contralateral
inhibition arrives earlier than bilateral excitation, whereas
ipsilateral inhibition carries only little temporal informa-05=94(16)=168102(4)$23.00 16810tion. Furthermore, tuning asymmetry develops during a
critical period [12] around the first few days after hearing
onset, so that in young animals tuning curves of down-
stream neurons are initially symmetric. Even more inter-
estingly, if the auditory experience of animals in the critical
period is reduced to omnidirectional noise, no development
of asymmetric tuning curves is found [12].
The above findings are strong indications for a plastic
process taking place at hearing onset and leads to the main
idea of the present Letter. We propose there is a synaptic
‘‘learning rule‘‘ that strengthens inhibitory synapses that
have fired a substantial but small enough time interval
before a MSO action potential occurs and depresses those
that have fired at the same time [13] or later.
More precisely, if we describe the strength of excitatory
() and inhibitory () synapses by scalar variables Jn ,2-1  2005 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2 (color online). Developmental synaptic dynamics.
(a) Learning windows [19] are 	W for excitatory (solid
line) and inhibitory (dashed line) synapses, respectively; see
main text. (b) Time course of synaptic strengths J as a function
of axonal delay  preceding a synapse. Initial excitatory (dots)
and inhibitory (bars) synaptic weights are random. During the
learning period, delays of excitatory connections become bilat-
erally restricted to an interval of only 250 s (indicated by a
thick horizontal bar). Contralateral inhibition becomes strong at
delays slightly shorter than excitation. With cI  0:5, ipsi-
lateral inhibition initially (T=30;T=6) shows the same trend but
finally at T ends up temporally unstructured. (c1) The fully
developed delay distributions from (b) account for an asymmet-
ric tuning curve (triangles). The dotted lines indicate the physi-
ological range of ITDs (here 0:12 ms). For an explanation of
other symbols, see main text. (c2) Tuning asymmetry can only be
achieved with time constants  & 0:3 ms. In order to preserve
phase relationships, the inhibitory learning window was adapted
to different values of  so that W^ ! ^0 W^=^, with
0 denoting the inhibitory voltage response for   0:1 ms.
Learning with periodic input processes (open triangles) slightly
alters the phase of the tuning curve but does not prevent
asymmetry. Tuning curves are obtained with periodic 400 Hz
input; cf., Fig. 3.
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our learning algorithm is as follows. Each input spike al-
ters the weight Jn by a constant 	win; each
MSO spike induces a change 	wout. In addition,
each pair of input and MSO spikes at times tin and tout
accounts for an associative weight change that depends on
the time difference t  tin  tout and has the magnitude
	Wt; see Fig. 2(a). The functions W are gen-
erally referred to as learning windows [5]. In the limit of
small learning rates 	 as they naturally occur, the learning
rule for the synaptic weights J can be approximated [6]
by the mean-field dynamics
dJn
dt
 	
 X
Xin;out
wXX 
Z 1
1
dsWsCns

(1)
where in=out denote the mean pre- and postsynaptic firing
rates and Cns  T 1
RT
0 dtPnt; t s is the temporal
average over the compound probability density Pnt; t s
of having a pre- and a postsynaptic spike at times tin;n 
t s and tout  t, respectively. The averaging time T
thereby has to substantially exceed neuronal time con-
stants, yet it has to be smaller than the time scale of
synaptic weight change [6]. Specification of in=out and
C, however, requires a model of the statistics of input
and output spikes.
For the input part we start with a realization of a
homogeneous Poisson process with a mean rate of
100 events=s providing a time series ftfg that is sup-
posed to mimic the stochasticity of the auditory environ-
ment. We then obtain four classes fI;; I;;
C;; C;g of input processes described by the inho-
mogeneous Poissonian rate densities pI;C t0:1 kHz1
cI;C1 kHzcI;C
P
tf<texp
t tf=1ms. The first
term on the right represents a homogeneous uncorrelated
background activity, whereas the second induces temporal
correlation on a time scale that is relevant to synaptic
dynamics in the auditory system, i.e., roughly 1 ms; cf.,
Fig. 2(a). The value of the correlation strength  is taken to
be 0.5, unless mentioned otherwise. It determines the over-
all proportion of correlated to background activity.
Motivated by morphological studies [10], we also have to
postulate a mechanism that induces symmetry breaking, in
that the temporal acuity of ipsilateral inhibitory (I;)
MSO input is slightly worse than that of its contralateral
counterpart (C;). Excitatory inputs fI;; C;g and
inhibitory inputs from the contralateral (C;) side are thus
obtained by a factor cC  cI  cC  1, whereas ipsi-
lateral inhibitory inputs are generated with 0< cI < 1.
The positive constant cI measures the ratio of temporal
correlation strengths between ipsilateral and contralateral
inhibitory inputs. The mean input rate is 100 Hz and does
not depend on cI and . The input spike trains are then
conveyed to MSO neurons by a considerable number of
synaptic contacts [14]. From each hemisphere we assume16810N excitatory and N inhibitory inputs that are delayed
by I;C;n; n  1; . . . ; N; cf., [15]. Delays are considered
as effective latencies from the ear to the MSO neuron that
take into account all occurring mechanical, axonal, and
synaptic delays.
Independently of the neuron model, the linear response
of the membrane potential on a synaptic input spike can be
described by kernels  [16]. If one then models spike
generation as a Poisson process such that the probability
density of firing is linear in the synaptic potential
vt  X

X
hI;C
XNh
n1
Jh;n
X
f
t t;fh;n h;n; (2)2-2
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determine synaptic structure formation [6].
Introducing a Fourier transform f^R0 dte2it=
ft on the domain 
0; of available transmission delays
n , we obtain two classes ("#) of eigenvectors "# 

!"#; !"#T , where !"# denote the eigenvec-
tors’ excitatory and inhibitory components, respectively.
Here #  
cN^;N^T has van-
ishing eigenvalues and hence does not contribute to the
synaptic structure. On the other hand, for   0, " 

cW^; cW^T has eigenvalues
#  2C^X

c2NW^^ (3)
with positive real part [6] and explains three major issues.
First, the inhibitory part !" of " and, hence,
synaptic structure formation, diminishes as the inhibitory
correlation c decreases, which is supposed to occur
among the ipsilateral afferents I;. Second, the eigen-
values of " are proportional to 2. This prevents structure
formation for small temporal input correlations, which is
putatively the case in noise box experiments. Third, a phase
delay between excitation and inhibition, as observed in
experiments [2,4], requires excitation ^!" to be aptly
delayed with respect to inhibition ^!" . Our learning
rule is capable of generating a phase delay ’ if, in the
frequency range where jW^j is not negligibly small,
the learning windows are related to each other approxi-
mately like W^^ / ei’ sgnW^^.
The theoretical predictions have then been tested by
computer simulations. Input spikes evoke synaptic currents
II;C t that depend on the 1  n  N synaptic weights
JI;C;n, on synapse-specific delays 

I;C;n from the ear to the
MSO neuron, and on input firing times ft;fI;C;n g stemming
from N independent processes with respective densities
pI;C so that
II;C t 
XN
n1
JI;C;n

X
ffjt;fI;C;nI;C;n<tg
ett
;f
I;C;nI;C;n= :
Both the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic time constants
have been chosen to be   0:1 ms [11]. The currents
II;C are then used as an input to a MSO neuron that is
modeled as a threshold element whose membrane potential
v (resting potential is set to 0) is calculated according to
dv=dt  v=M  215 IC  II v IC  II . For
the sake of simplicity we have assumed that the resting
potential equals the inhibitory reversal potential. The ef-
fective membrane time constant was chosen to be M 
0:2 ms, which is biophysically motivated by a low-
threshold outward current [17]. The fraction 2=15 is ob-
tained from a ratio of 2 between inhibitory and excita-16810tory conductance and a reversal potential (60 mV) being
15 times the threshold (4 mV) [18]. Every 100 ms an ITD is
randomly drawn from the interval 
120 s;120 s
and symmetrically added (subtracted) to (from) the ipsi-
(contra)lateral input spike times t;fI;C;n . Model details have
been specified elsewhere [15].
We also assume N  180 excitatory and N  120
inhibitory afferents from each side (i.e., both ipsi- and
contralateral). The learning windows W [see Fig, 2(a)]
are parametrized as Wt  A B exp
t s=0
for t < s and Wt  A exp
t s=1 
B exp
t s=2 for t  s. They are the same for
excitation and inhibition except for the numerical values of
the parameters [19]. For the present choice of parameters
the phase delay predicted by the mean-field theory is ’ 
 argW^=W^  0:25 c in the frequency range between
0.1 and 1 kHz. The magnitude of 	 sets the time scale of
synaptic modification. In our simulations we arrive at
stable synaptic configurations after T  3000 seconds of
formal time. In the living animal 	 is to be rescaled so
that T becomes a few days.
In Fig. 2(b) we demonstrate the development of synaptic
delay distributions at a single cell. Initially, the distribu-
tions of afferent delays are unstructured; see Fig. 2(b) top.
A spike-timing-dependent learning algorithm [5,7,8,13]
tunes the distributions in such a way that excitatory delays
become restricted to a small interval, about 250 s wide.
Inhibitory connections are potentiated most if their delays
are slightly shorter than the remaining excitatory ones; see
Fig. 2(b). After a learning period T, strong temporal cor-
relations among the contralateral inhibitory inputs have led
to a delay structure where contralateral inhibition arrives at
the cell before excitation. At T, the inhibitory current
evoked by a contralateral pulse exhibits a width of 0.5 ms
at half maximum (not shown). On the other hand, temporal
correlation among ipsilateral inhibitory inputs is too weak
for delay selection and thus the inhibitory delays remain
unstructured.
In the fully developed state almost all synaptic weights
have reached their upper or lower bounds. As a result, ITD
tuning of the cell is asymmetric (triangles), whereas ITD
functions obtained with deactivated inhibition (asterisks)
are symmetric, as are those derived from a synaptic struc-
ture that is subject to learning with reduced input correla-
tions   0:2 (squares); see Fig. 2(c). The latter explains
data from gerbils demonstrating that a reduction of acous-
tic correlations during the critical period almost com-
pletely eliminates ITD tuning asymmetry of downstream
cells [12]. At hearing onset (crosses) initial conditions can
be chosen so that ITD tuning is symmetric.
Although the delay distributions of Fig. 2(b) have been
obtained through learning with a nonperiodic input pro-
cess, tuning curves generated by means of periodic input of
various frequencies exhibit the same properties as experi-
mentally found in gerbils [2] and guinea pigs [4]; see
Fig. 3. The tuning curves in Fig. 3(a) are due to best fits2-3
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FIG. 3. Frequency dependence of tuning curves. (a) Average
tuning curves are obtained as best fits of a Gabor function to
simulated firing rates. Tuning curves are normalized [4] so that
their maximum is 1 and their minimum is 0. Tuning data are
obtained through 1=f-periodic input Poisson processes [5]. The
absolute value of the Poisson intensity’s first harmonic divided
by the harmonic of order zero is denoted by r and taken to be
rf  1 0:1658f=kHz1:219, a fit to experimental data [9].
The value of r for the I; inputs is reduced by the factor
cI  0:5. Rates are averaged over 10 sec and mean input rates
are 100 Hz. (b) The best ITDs (squares) are defined as the
maxima of the tuning curves from (a). They monotonically
decrease with stimulation frequency whereas the best IPDs
(triangles, IPD  ITD frequency) are approximately constant,
which is in agreement with experiment [2,4]. The solid line
depicts the phase delay obtained from the linear theory.
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simulation. The ITD best where a tuning function ex-
hibits a maximum is called best ITD. Best ITDs decrease
monotonically with stimulation frequency [Fig. 3(b)],
though best interaural phase disparities (IPD ITD
frequency) are nearly constant [2] at a phase delay of
’sim  0:1 c. The value of ’sim, however, is smaller than
that obtained by linearization since threshold models have
a tendency to fire at the rise of excitation, hence earlier.
Nevertheless, Fig. 3(b) shows that constant best IPDs may
well be a result of the filtering of afferent spike trains
through appropriately tuned axonal delay distributions
[cf., Fig. 2(a)] rather than frequency-dependent prepro-
cessing at earlier stages of the auditory pathway.
In summary, the present study provides an explanation
of response properties of cells in the medial superior olive
of mammals. In particular, we show how a phase delay,
determined by the ratio W^=W^ between both learning
windows, can emerge in a self-organized fashion. The
responsible microscopic mechanism is proposed to be
spike-timing-dependent synaptic plasticity. This hypothe-
sis is supported by anatomical changes of inhibitory syn-
apses in MSO [14] as well as by activity-dependent
inhibitory synaptic plasticity of other projections from
the same source [20]. Our model predicts that temporal
precision of synaptic currents is enhanced during ontoge-
netic development and, moreover, that in young and noise-
box-reared animals, tuning curves of MSO cells are
symmetric.
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